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VERTICAL INTERACTION COURSE ON
DISASTER MANAGEMENT
FOR IPS OFFICERS

A

Vertical Interaction course for IPS Officers was
organised for the first time in the Academy from
28th February to 4th March, 2000. The course
sponsored by the Bureau of Police Research &
Development (BPR&D), had “Disaster Management” as
its theme. 15 participants from the rank of SP to Addl.
DG from various states/cadres attended the course.
The main objective of the programme was to
familiarise the participants with various aspects of
Disaster Management in an integrated manner and
sensitize them to issues of national concern. The
Course covered in a comprehensive manner the concept
and dimensions of disaster management, rescue, relief
and rehabilitation measures and the role of police,
media and community participation. Case studies of
well known disasters such as Orissa Super- Cyclone,
Latur Earthquake, Chernobyl Nuclear Disaster, Bhopal
Gas Tragedy and HPCL (Vizag) fire devastation were
discussed by eminent speakers from administration,
scientific community, media, academics and NonGovernment Organisation etc. The programme also
included syndicate presentations by participants and

Shri P.V.Rajagopal, Director, NPA at the valediction of the
VIC on Disaster Management for IPS Officers held at NISA.
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observation study tour to National Geophysical
Research Institute and Hitec city.
PASSING OUT PARADE OF HC/DCPO
The 16th Batch of Head Constables Driverscum-Pump Operators (DCPO) of the CISF Fire Wing
successfully completed their 38 week long Basic
Training at NISA/FSTI. On 21st February while the
colourful flags fluttered in the spring breeze, 52 hearts
were in a flutter as they marched past the saluting base
proudly donning their firemen helmets and gum boots.
In a display of their fire-fighting prowess, the
personnel of the FSTI ably demonstrated an array of
appliances used for fighting different types of fire. As
the DCP tender left a carpet of foam on its trail, there
was no doubt in any mind that these demonstrators were
capable of putting out any fire – all except the fire of
hope and promise that had been kindled in the hearts of
the men who passed out on this day.
Shri P.V.K.Reddy, IPS, DIG, NISA, took the
salute on the occasion. HC/DCPO T.B.Thapa was
awarded trophies for ‘All Round Best’ performance and
for ‘Best in Indoor subjects’ , while HC/DCPO
T.T.Yadav received the trophy for ‘Outdoor Best’.

Shri P.V.K. Reddy, DIG, NISA takes the salute at the POP
of HC/DCPO of FSTI/NISA.
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Dr Trinath Mishra. DG/CISF, at FSTI/NISA

A “Mighty Art” : Malkhamb show on Republic Day

VISIT OF THE DIRECTOR GENERAL

Addressing the gathering on this day, Shri
P.V.K.Reddy, DIG,NISA termed it an occasion for
introspection and hope. Hailing the rich heritage of our
composite culture, Shri Reddy stressed the need for
caution not to be swept off by the western culture even
while making the most of the new vistas of
opportunities, particularly in the technological sphere,
that the new millennium has brought in its wake. “Let
us shed negativity from our mind, develop our
personality in a holistic manner and dedicate ourselves
to the service of our nation,” he said.

Dr.Trinath Mishra, Director General, CISF
visited the Academy on 7th and 8th February. During his
visit he interacted with the 20th batch of SI/Exe and 13th
batch of Const/GD undergoing basic training at NISA as
well as the trainees of FSTI. Addressing the trainees,
the DG advised them to cultivate good conduct, good
discipline and a systematic, planned and reflective way
of thinking in order to become efficient members of the
Force. He also exhorted them to develop excellent
professional knowledge and skills so as to contribute
effectively to the development of the nation.

REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATIONS
This Republic Day had a special significance,
being the first of the new millennium; an occasion that
marked a clear break from our colonial past. It was only
in order then that there be a break from the conventional
parade held on this day every year. That came in the
form of an impressive display of ‘Malkhamb’ by
personnel of the FSTI, following the parade.
‘Malkhamb’ , an ancient Indian Martial art form
that dates back to the Epical Age of the ‘Mahabharata’,
assumed its present form when it was adopted by
Chhatrapati Shivaji to train his soldiers in warfare. It
combines gymnastic and acrobatic skills to produce a
repertoire of exercises designed to develop physical
fitness, agility and endurance, besides artistic finesse.
This is achieved through a combination of postures
called ‘Pakads’ and key ‘asanas’ of Yoga like
padmasan, parvatasan, dhanurasan, Mayurasan,
Shavasan, etc.
Based on a wooden pole called
“Khamb” that served as the pivot of all activities, these
performers made several formations combining a
synchronised harmony of dovetailed postures to
represent structures such as fort (kila), tower (minar),
lotus (kamal), chariot (rath) and so on.

LECTURE – DEMO ON YOGA & NATURE
CURE
A lecture cum demonstration was held on
28.1.2000 at the Open Air Theatre in which the
members of the faculty, staff and trainees participated.
The lecture was conducted by Dr.Satyalakshmi
Kommaraju, Residential Medical Officer, Red Cross
Institute of Yoga and Nature Cure, Hyderabad.
Emphasising the relevance and importance of Yoga and
Nature Cure systems in today’s world, Dr.Satyalakshmi
extolled its virtues as a desirable alternative system of
Medicine effective in treating several common ailments.

WORKSHOP ON “ETHICS IN CIVIL
SERVICES”
A workshop on ‘Ethics in Civil Services’ was
organised at NISA on 25th March,2000. The workshop
was addressed by Shri P.S.V.Prasad, IPS, Joint Director,
NPA and Shri F.D.Vakil, Professor of Political Science,
Osmania University. The former emphasized the need
to make ethical conduct a corner stone of civil services
in a democratic society, as corruption, which had
become a way of life, was eating into the very vitals of
our society. Prof.F.D.Vakil spoke on ‘Ethics in
Administration’. He delved deep into the concept of
ethics and elucidated how ethical conduct a must for a
human and responsible administrative machinery.

NISA
THEY DO US PROUD
* Head Constable/Fire Birender Singh of FSTI, NISA was
awarded the President’s Fire Service Medal for Meritorious
Service on the occasion of Republic Day,
2000. Having joined the CISF in the rank
of Constable in 1980, HC/Fire Birender
Singh contributed immensely in nurturing
the Fire Service Training Institute for six
years since its inception in 1987. His
professional skills, zeal and dexterity won
him several rewards including the DG's
Commendation Disc in the year 1993.
*
Inspector/Exe Yash Pal Singh of this Academy was
awarded the Director General’s Disc on the CISF Raising
Day, 2000. After joining the CISF in 1985, he served in
various field units including sensitive units
like SCCL, Singareni and NAPP,Narora,
before being posted to NISA in the year
1995. A man of initiative and having a
pleasant demeanour, Insp/Exe Y.P.Singh
has endeared himself to trainees and staff,
subordinates and seniors alike. His citation
states – “ … a silent worker who does not flaunt but delivers
results and is truly an example to emulate for the Sub-Officers
of the Force.”

AIR FORCE OFFICER TRAINEES VISIT NISA
Eight Officers Trainees of the Air Force
undergoing ‘Police and Security Course’ at the Air
Force Intelligence School, Pune accompanied by a
Directing Staff visited NISA on 28th February as part of
their study tour. During their visit they were delivered a
lecture on ‘Physical Security in PSUs’ and were shown
a film on NISA and a demonstration on Security
Gadgets and IEDs at the Technical Centre.
WORK BEGINS ON NISA HOSPITAL
There has been a long felt need for a full
fledged hospital in the campus to replace the dispensary
that is serving primarily as a referral centre. A step
towards making good this deficiency was taken on 5th
February when
the
Union
Minister
of
State for Urban
Development,
Shri Bandaru
Dattatreya, laid
the foundation
stone for the
NISA Hospital
in a ceremony that was attended by senior officers of the
CISF and CPWD as well as the staff and trainees of
NISA.
To be constructed at a cost of Rs. 1 Crore 66
lakhs, this two storeyed structure will house an
Operation Theatre, Casualty Ward and facilities for X-

Ray, ECG and Pathological Laboratory besides having
20 beds for in-patients.
On this occasion, Shri Dattatreya announced the
institution of a Rolling Trophy for the All-Round Best
performer in every Batch of Sub Inspectors (Exe) Basic
Course. Earlier, welcoming the Honourable Minster to
the Academy, Shri P. V. K. Reddy, DIG, NISA, lauded
the commendable initiative shown by Shri Anant Ram,
Chief Engineer(Civil) and his team of CPWD Engineers
and hoped that they would maintain a similar tempo of
activities in days to come. He stated that with NISA
becoming a multiplex of sorts encompassing the FSTI,
Group HQrs and Ordnance Base Workshop, provision
of health care facilities for the growing numbers in the
campus was a major priority on the agenda.
ONE STOP SHOP FOR NISA
It will be a one-stop-shopping-cum-services
centre, as the canteen, cafeteria, flour mill, bakery,
grocery,
milk
vendor, barber,
cobbler
and
carpenter shops
shift to the new
Tradesmen
Complex
of
NISA expected
to be ready by
July this year.
At the site across the road from the new Hospital under
construction, the DIG, Shri P.V.K.Reddy, laid the
foundation for the Tradesmen Complex on 16th
February. Shri Anant Ram, Chief Engineer (Civil),
CPWD and other senior officers of the CPWD and CISF
participated in the ‘Bhoomi Pujan’ – a familiar sight in
NISA these days with the spurt in construction activities
in the campus. Being constructed at a cost of Rs. 72
lakhs, the Tradesmen Complex, along with the Hospital
and the Family Welfare Centre which is to be
constructed in the vicinity, will render this location a
hub of family activities in the campus.
CHILDREN’S DREAM LAND
On the 25th of January, Smt Manga Reddy
presided over a ‘Fancy Dress Competition’ in which
students of the NISA Nursery School gave form and
content to their dreems and fancies by assuming the
garb of different personalties. There were, among
others, Lord Krishna extolling the virtues of ‘Karma’,
the gallant Sikh symbolising valour, and the venerable
Shankaracharya spreading the message of ‘Bhakti’, but
the common thread that bound them was the purity of
their hearts, the greatest treasure we nurture at NISA
Nursery School. The competition was followed by a
variety entertainment show put up by the children.

NISA

Participants of the VIC having an informal interaction with
DIG, NISA

Smt Manga Reddy rewarding winners of the Fancy Dress
Competition
DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
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Dr.D.N.Gautam, IPS, IG, CRPF on 15.1.2000 for
valedicting the Intelligence Course for SOs.
Shri O.P.Bhagat, Fire Advisor, MHA on 21.1.2000.
Shri D.C.Dwivedi, Director, NIC, on 1.2.2000.
Shri G.Kameshwar Rao, IAS, Controller, SHAR Centre
and Shri Datta Guru, OSD/Deputy Secretary, Dept of
Space, Bangalore on 14.2.2000.
Shri V.P.B.Nair, IPS, Prl.Secy (Home), Govt of A.P. on
28th Feb to inaugurate VIC on Disaster Management.
Shri K. R. Nandan, IPS, Director, Civil Defence &

∗
∗
∗
∗

Disaster Management Institute, Hyderbad on 28.2.2000
for a lecture on Disaster Management.
Shri S.Chakravarthy, IPS, IG(Rlys), Govt of Maharashtra
on 28th Feb for lecture on “Latur Earthquake”.
Dr.C.Ganguly, Chief Executive, NFC, Hyderabad on
29.2.2000 for a lecture on “Nuclear Disasters”.
Shri V.K.Chaturvedi, GM(Quality), BHEL, Hyderabad
on 24.3.2000 for valediction of Safety Awareness
Course for DC/AC/Sr.Inspectors.
Shri P.V.Rajagopal, IPS, Director, NPA Hyderabad on
4.3.2000 for valediction of VIC on Disaster
Management.

INSERVICE COURSES FROM JULY TO SEPT’ 99
SNO
1
2
3
4

COURSE

6
7
8
9
10

SI/Exe to Insp/Exe PCC
ASI/Clk to SI/M PCC
Intelligence Course
1st Familiarisation course on computer for Insp/Steno
and SI/Steno
Vertical Interaction course on Disaster Management
for IPS Officers
4th NFSC Course
21st PCC Const(F) to HC(F)
Ist Familiarisation Course on Computers for Insp/Min
ASI/Clk to SI/Min PCC
Safety Awareness Course for DC/AC/Sr.Insp

11

Intelligence Course

5

LEVEL

FROM

TO

SOs
SOs
SOs
SOs

29.11.1999
06.12.1999
03.01.2000
07.02.2000

22.01.2000
29.01.2000
15.01.2000
04.03.2000

GOs

28.02.2000

04.03.2000

SOs
ORs
SOs
SOs
GOs

03/01/2000
21.02.2000
06.03.2000
13.03.2000
20.03.2000

27.05.2000
29.04.2000
01.04.2000
06.05.2000
24.03.2000

SOs

21.03.2000

01.04.2000

BASIC COURSES FROM JULY TO SEPT’99
SNO
1
2
3
4
5

COURSE
th

13 Constable Basic Course
20th SI/ASI Basic Course
AC (Re-employed) Basic Course
10th Coast Guard Fireman Basic Course
11th Constable (Fire) Basic Course

LEVEL

FROM

TO

Constable
SI/ASI
AC
ORs
Const

02.08.1999
16.09.1999
01.11.1999
06.12.2000
27.12.1999

15.04.2000
16.09.2000
22.01.2000
22.04.2000
12.05.2000
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